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It's darkness, pressing in against my skin as my eyes are screwed shut, hiding me from
the world.

The last thing that I remember is a breath, quick and then not. I remember a pain flaring
through my heart and then nothing as it seized, holding back the rest of the beats that could have
been. I remember sighing, mist floating through the air as I exhaled. And then I died.

I must have died. Because I can feel the earth beneath my fingertips and it isn't the same.
It's muted, distant, what was rather than what is.

There are no sounds here. Everything is still. Even as my chest falls up and down, no
noise escapes my lips.

I open my mouth.
"Hello?" I call. The sound exits my mouth quickly, not echoing at all. It goes into the

world and then dies.
I prop myself up on my elbows, slowly opening my eyes as I look around at my

surroundings.
Light streaming from somewhere far above blinds me for several seconds. I shield my

face with my hand, struggling to discover where I am.
But there are no recognizable landmarks. Nothing I've ever seen before, at least not in the

state that it appears before me.
I'm in a forest, surrounded by trees tall and small. They have a purple bark with orange

leaves, always falling and reviving on their branches, spiraling down to the earth over and over
again in a never ending cycle.

I scramble to my feet. The weight that used to be on my shoulders in life has vanished.
The gravity is lesser here. I jump forward and for several seconds, I fly. I leap around the trees
for a moment, confused when there is no wind to whip against my face or weight to haul me
back down to the ground.

Even as my feet meet the earth, they hardly make a sound. The leaves make no noise
beneath my weight, simply being stirred by my presence as I move through the forest, wandering
deeper and deeper into the trees.

Is this what it is like to die? I swerve my head around, scanning through the trees but
seeing nothing. I thought that it was going to be different. I don't know how. I just always
thought it was going to be different.

A light in the distance catches my eye. There is no sun in the sky so the strange blue light
makes me stop in my tracks. I creep forward towards it, moving quieter still as I approach the
wonderful beauty of the miraculous beacon shining through the trees. Thank goodness there is
still something out there.

I keep moving towards it, never once stopping. I'm not tired anymore, not like the way I
used to be. I'm not scared. What's the worst thing that can happen? I get sent to double hell?

The light is more in focus now. And as I reach the treeline, I can see its source.
There is a lake some thirty feet away from the edge of the woods. It reflects starlight,

starlight so far away I cannot see it through the murky canopy of the forest trees.
Around the lake are strange animals, staring into the water that gazes right back like a

mirror. They're strange, shaped like foxes with pelts of stars and golden light. They are all



gathered besides the water, looking into it so intensely it is as though the universe is calling their
names.

I collapse against the base of a tree, watching the foxes cautiously. One fox flicks its ear
as I approach. I freeze as it swivels its head to look right at me.

"You there," The fox calls, speaking with the power of ten thousand voices all at once.
"Why must you hide in the shadows?"

The other foxes look up from the water, unmoving as they stare at the tree I hide behind,
as if they can see through its bark and right at me. I press against the tree, nervous yet not. My
heart should have been pounding and yet it was completely still. Unmoving and unflinching as I
stand and turn to the foxes, hesitant as they stare me down. They have eyes of the galaxy, as if
they have seen the birth of every planet.

The foxes look at me, grooming their starry fur or speaking from the gaps within their
fangs. Wisdom gleams in their golden eyes of beautiful life. I can see the faint outline of their
hearts inside of their chests, beating. Ba-dum. Ba-dum. Ba-dum.

"We wondered how long it would take for you to find us." One fox speaks.
I blink. "Was I not supposed to come?"
"Not everyone makes it this far," Another explains. "Some get here and never open their

eyes."
"Where is 'here', exactly?" I ask hesitantly, looking around at the foxes. One she-fox

approaches, wrapping her starry tail around my body. It radiates pure energy and heat as she
brushes past.

"You died," She whispers in my ear. "And this is your afterlife."
"Does that mean I failed?" I ask, looking around at the trees. "Is this my hell, my abyss?"
The she-fox laughs. "No, you didn't fail. You lived, darling. You lived."
Sadness washes over me, the sadness commonly accompanied by tears of confusion and

grief but there is nothing left for me to cry, so my husky shell merely stands there, trapped and
stunned.

"I always thought my friends and family would be here." I tell her.
"They are. They're always here." She says, beckoning me to come stand beside the lake. I

peer down into the reflected water into my own face as the she-fox taps on the lake's surface. The
ripples change the picture slowly then all at once until I am watching a memory. It's me, learning
how to ride a bicycle.

"I always hated this memory." I murmur, watching it, knowing exactly how it ends, with
me hitting my brother on accident. He would be fine in the morning but it was the first time I
made him cry.

"At least you tried." A fox tells me from the edge of the pool, each of them watching my
life replay before my eyes.

Memory after memory plays. There's me at the school dance, rejecting a date, then me,
drinking coffee before my 8 A.M. English class. Then me, burying my dog, making new friends,
saying goodbye, and then laughing, too.

I could keep watching forever as the images fade together in my head but the she-fox taps
me on the shoulder. I turn to her, realizing I have not blinked in many minutes.

"Let it go, young one. These moments have happened. The past is not meant to be
regretted but to be built on top of. I can see your remorse on your face, wishing you could have
said something different." The she-fox looks around the trees, lifting her head and speaking into
the forest. "You mortals are always too obsessed with controlling the universe. Let it become the



past. You are not the same person that you once were. Accept that and you will leave this forest
and find your friends and family."

I look up at the she-fox, bewildered as she continues. "Everyone who dies comes here
first. So that they might come to a more beautiful place.

"Walk with me, young one." The fox instructs, beckoning me with her tail without a
moment's pause. I follow behind her slowly, confused as I watch her astral pelt bend back and
forth in the moonlight and sway in the gentle breeze that blows over the forest of the eternals.

She guides me away from the pool, deep in the trees. We move in silence.
With every step that I take, I remember. I remember a mistake, something that I've done

that I can never take back. I want to sob, to break down on the path, then and there. But no tears
spill from my eyes.

I sob without tears, the sound of my chest heaving coming into the universe in one
moment, gone instantly in the next as we brush past tree after tree, escaping deeper into the
woods.

It is only when I calm myself that the fox stops in her tracks, turning and looking at me,
her eyes gazing into my soul. She speaks from six feet away but the words are whispered into my
ears, the sound issuing all around me.

"You humans are all the same but never weaker for it. You must accept that there is so
much that can never be done anymore, even if it is what you seek the most. You need to let it go.
Let the water flow past. Let the stars fade. You cannot atone for what you've done. You can only
move forward."

The fox takes a few steps forward, her fur tickling my arm.
"Let go of what you have done. Let the world guide you. Let yourself flow through the

breeze. Let go of what weighs you down."
"You make it sound easy." I murmur. My throat feels as though it should be catching on

my tears but there is nothing. My voice is clear, removed from the storm inside of my head.
"To me it is easy." The fox responds. "I do not live like a human does. I am immortal.

And with that means any human emotion I could feel is never going to be as strong as you feel it.
Because I know that each moment of happiness could never possibly be my last."

I look up at the fox. "Do the human emotions go away?"
"I do not know what you mean." The fox responds, brushing against my skin and moving

through the forest, slowly, looking at me through galaxy eyes.
"Will I always feel like this?" I ask.
The fox gazes at me, tilting her head as she speaks. "No. You are not bound to this, not

once you move on, which is the most horrible process we have brought you here to do. These
emotions will go away, young one. They shall pass. Moments will fade into memory and your
agony will fade on. So few things last forever. Not even pain can outlast something so certain as
death."

I blink, letting out a sigh. The she-fox stops pacing, coming a few feet closer to me before
wrapping herself around my body in an embrace. I fall to the forest floor and she remains hugged
against my body.

"Why did I have to die?" I ask her, wanting to sob. "I wasn't done yet."
"No one is ever done," She murmurs into my ear. "Everyone always wants more time."
"But I could have done so much more."



"Perhaps. But you are here now." She says, her tail sweeping across my face, as if to
brush away tears. I turn to the she-fox, who looks as a dream within a dream. I can see her heart
in her chest, beating. Just to wonder. What would I do if I could have it twice?

The fox continues "And has the pain stopped?"
"It will. I understand now."
The she-fox grins as much as a fox can grin. "It is like I said. Nothing lasts forever.

Nothing. Not sadness nor agony. Not ecstasy or bliss. Feelings are mortal too, just like you. They
pass on. And though they have not lived forever that is okay. Because even if you could do
everything possible to will it into the universe nothing can outlast something as certain as a
mortal death."

The fox sighs as she presses her flank against my skin. We sit there in the forest for a
while until she opens her muzzle once more, the words on her tongue leaving her mouth as mist,
instantly vaporizing into the beauty of the trees.

"You humans rarely ever do as much as you would like during the time that you are
given. But, oh my, if you didn't try."


